INFORMATION FUSION CENTRE
INDIAN OCEAN REGION (IFC-IOR)
MONTHLY MARITIME SECURITY UPDATE

The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step…
The seas have been influencing economic affairs and fortunes of mankind since
antiquity. The rapid pace of development, in the realm of Maritime Domain Awareness has
necessitated that coordinated efforts be endeavoured and synergised towards obtaining
complete transparency in the seas surrounding us. The need to establish the Information
Fusion Centre - Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) stems from the importance of Indian
Ocean to world trade and security, and for the various maritime nations and organisations
to collaborate towards enhancing maritime safety and security of the seas. Maritime
stakeholders have a shared responsibility to ensure safe and secure seas for all. It is to this
collective endeavour that the IFC – IOR has been modelled with the primary objective of
keeping ‘Global Commons’ a conduit of prosperity and economic well-being.
The maiden monthly report of IFC - IOR is an effort towards collating maritime
incidents and passing it through the prism of analysis and sense-making to holistically see
the domain in its correct perspective. The report, in itself, is a step towards bringing all
stakeholders on a common pedestal and collectively begin a new endeavour.

Collaboration for Safety and Security
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MONTHLY ANALYSIS
Introduction
IFC-IOR Gurugram, India has been inaugurated on 21 Dec 2018. The Centre would be collaborating
with national and regional agencies and like-minded centres to generate comprehensive Maritime
Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages would certainly bolster
region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building confidence and capacity
amongst collaborating partners. To draw a common understanding, threats in the region have been
divided into six broad categories and several sub-categories. The broad categories are as enumerated
below:Piracy/ Sea Robbery / Sea Theft
Maritime Terrorism
Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing
Irregular Human Migration
Contraband Smuggling
Maritime Incidents

Overview of Incidents
A total of 39 incidents under various categories of threats have been recorded in the Indian Ocean
Region.
Majority
of
incidents
have
been
categorised as maritime
incidents
comprising
Piracy/Sea
10
Robbery/Theft
grounding, collision, fire
IUU Fishing
and other safety hazards
18
which are of interest to
Irregular Human
Migration
mariners operating in the
Contraband
region.
There are few
Smuggling
5
incidents of IUU fishing
Maritime Incidents
recorded in the region. The
3
Centre is keeping a watch on
3
fishermen operating in the
region to ensure legitimate
fishing and exploitation of natural resources. One piracy incident was reported in the given period
However, five incidents of Sea Robbery have been reported in the month under review. While there
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were few attempted and suspicious approaches reported in the Gulf of Aden region, there were actual
incidents of robbery and theft faced by mariners in the current hot spot of piracy i.e Gulf of Guinea.

Piracy/ Sea Robbery/ Theft

IUU Fishing

TYPE OF THREAT

Irregular Human Migration

NUMBER OF OCCURENCES

PIRACY/ SEA ROBBERY/THEFT

10

IUU FISHING

5

IREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION

3

CONTRABAND SMUGGLING

3

MARITIME INCIDENTS

18
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PIRACY/ SEA ROBBERY/ THEFT
Defining Piracy



Article 101 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) determines that Piracy consists
of any of the following acts:(a)
Any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or
the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft, and directed:(i)

On the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or property on board such ship or
aircraft;

(ii)

Against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction of any State;

(b)
Any act of voluntary participation in the operation of a ship or of an aircraft with knowledge of facts making
it a pirate ship or aircraft;
(c)

Any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described in subparagraph (a) or (b).

Defining Armed Robbery against ships



Resolution A.1025(26) (Annex, paragraph 2.2) on IMO's Code of Practice for the Investigation of the Crimes of Piracy
and Armed Robbery Against Ships, determines that armed robbery against ships consists of any of the following acts:


(a) Any illegal act of violence or detention or any act of depredation, or threat thereof, other than an act of piracy,
committed for private ends and directed against a ship or against persons or property on board such a ship, within a
State's internal waters, archipelagic waters and territorial sea;
(b) Any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described above.



Sea Theft/ MT Bluebird/ 01 Nov 18.

A Singapore flagged crude oil tanker Bluebird was anchored in Merak Anchorage, Indonesia
on 01 Nov 18. Perpetrators boarded the tanker, stole engine spares and escaped unnoticed. The
theft was noticed during routine rounds when the ship’s crew found the storeroom door open
and engine spares missing.


Piracy/ MV TN Sunrise/ 02 Nov 18.

Bulk carrier TN Sunrise was attacked by robbers on 02 Nov 18. Five robbers armed with knives
boarded the vessel underway. They threatened the Master, stole his personal items and money
from the ship’s safe and escaped. SSAS was activated. Incident was reported to local authority.


Suspicious Approach/ MT Po Yang Hu/ 02 Nov 18.

A Singapore flagged Tanker Po Yang Hu while sailing in the Gulf of Aden, was reportedly approached
by two skiffs with two men on board each skiff on 02Nov 18. Security measures were activated by the
Tanker crew. When the tanker manoeuvred and increased speed, the mother boat and its two skiffs
stopped chasing the tanker.
Po Yang Hu was previously known as Dalmatia and name was changed on 21 Sep 2007. The ship is
owned by Singapore-based Ocean Tankers.
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Sea Theft/ MV Northern Defender/ 02 Nov 18.

Two robbers boarded an anchored Liberia flagged container ship, the Northern Defender, on 02 Nov
18 in Tabangao Anchorage area, Batangas Bay, Philippines. The robbers boarded from a small motor
banca (traditional boat) approximately three meters in length and painted blue. The robbers then
allegedly stole various items including fire nozzles and cable wire from the ship. The Master and crew
of the ship were not aware of the robbery on board until the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) maritime
patrol team alerted and informed them of the stolen items which were confiscated by PCG.


Suspicious Approach/ MT British Century/ 02 Nov 18.

Isle of Man flagged Tanker British Century whilst at Batangas Anchorage, Philippines reported an
incident of robbery on 02 Nov 18. The security padlock to the bosun's store was broken. A ship's bell,
eight scupper plugs, three fire hose nozzles, four hydrant caps and six fire hose couplings were stolen.
The incident was reported to Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) after the ship left anchorage.


Suspicious Approach/ MV Stena Imperial/ 03 Nov 18.

MV Stena Imperial was approached by two skiffs, with four to five persons onboard each boat in
Bab-el- Mandeb Strait on 03 Nov 18. Two skiffs closed to eight cables when the onboard armed security
team fired a warning flare causing both skiffs to pass astern. One skiff began a second approach when
a further warning flare was fired and the skiff turned away. Crew and vessel remained safe.
On 09 Nov 18, Indian Naval Ship Sunayna interdicted several boats carrying weapons in an area
approximately 400 nautical miles northeast of Mogadishu. Two high-calibre AK-47 and AKM
rifles as well as ammunition were seized from the boats. The boats and crew were released after the
search.


Piracy-Fired Upon/ LNG Tanker River Niger/ 06 Nov 18.

LNG tankerRiver Niger was reportedly attacked by pirates on 06 Nov 18, some 30 nm south of Bonne,
Nigeria, Bight of Bonny. Tanker was fired upon, but managed to escape by increasing speed and
maneuvering. The Tanker reached port of destination Bonny safely.


Sea Theft / MT STI Amber/ 17 Nov 18.

Robbers reportedly boarded an anchored product tanker STI Amber off Kakinada, stole ship’s stores
and escaped. The theft was noticed during routine rounds. Kakinada Port Authorities were informed.


Attempted Robbery/ Lagos Anchorage Area / 21 Nov 18.

Duty crew onboard a Tanker noticed two robbers boarding the vessel using a rope at Lagos anchorage
area. Alarm was raised and non-essential crew retreated to the citadel. Hearing the alerted crew, the
robbers escaped.
Lagos Anchorage Area has been reportedly infested with Sea Robbers and several cases have been
reported by ships anchoring in the area. Currently the collaboration between the Nigerian Navy and
Ocean Marine Services, OMS, in the operation of the Secured Anchorage Area, SAA, has led to
reduction of piracy, sea robbery in the Lagos anchorage area.
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Armed Robbery / Conakry Anchorage Area / 21 Nov 18.

Eight robbers armed with guns and knives boarded an anchored bulk carrier near position 09 19 N 013
44 W, Conakry anchorage. They took hostage a duty crewman and forced him, with a knife on his
throat, to take them to the bridge. The armed robbers hit the master and threatened to shoot the 2nd
Officer before stealing cash from the ship’s safe and other personal belongings.

IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION


Illegal Entry Attempted/Malaysia/ 04 Nov 18.

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) foiled attempts by 39 illegal immigrants to
enter the country illegally in boats via Lukut waters on 04 Nov 18.


Human Traffickers Detained /Bangladesh/ 07 Nov 18.

Bangladesh Coast Guard rescued 33 Rohingyas and detained six alleged human traffickers from a
fishing trawler headed for Malaysia in the Bay of Bengal on 07 Nov 18. The rescued included 14 men,
10 women and nine children who had been living in refugee camps in the south eastern Bangladesh
district of Cox's Bazar. The boat was intercepted by a Coast Guard boat near Saint Martin's Island,
One of the arrested traffickers confessed that the fishing trawler was due to transfer the Rohingyas to
a bigger Malaysia-bound ship moored near the Island.


Irregular Human Migration/Myanmar/ 16 Nov 18.

A boat carrying 106 Rohingya Muslims was discovered in a wooden boat on the Andaman Sea just off
the Shore of Kyauktan Township, south of Myanmar's commercial capital of Yangon. The vessel was
discovered after being at sea for 15 days in a failed attempt to reach Malaysia. The vessel had run out
of petrol. The group was escorted by local Red Cross members and immigration officers to Kyauktan
Township in eight vans, with four armed police officers in each vehicle. In Kyauktan they were given
shelter in a community hall.
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ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED, UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING
IUU fishing is recognised as a major threat to the long term sustainability of the world’s oceans.
Illegal fishing refers to activities:-



Conducted by national or foreign vessels in waters under the jurisdiction of a state, without the permission of that
state, or in contravention of its laws and regulations;



Conducted by vessels flying the flag of states that are parties to a relevant regional fisheries management organization
but operate in contravention of the conservation and management measures adopted by that organization and by which
the states are bound, or relevant provisions of the applicable international law; or



In violation of national laws or international obligations, including those undertaken by cooperating states to a relevant
regional fisheries management organization.

Unreported fishing refers to fishing activities:-



Which have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the relevant national authority, in contravention of
national laws and regulations; or



Undertaken in the area of competence of a relevant regional fisheries management organization which have not been
reported or have been misreported, in contravention of the reporting procedures of that organization.

Unregulated fishing refers to fishing activities:-






In the area of application of a relevant regional fisheries management organization that are conducted by vessels
without nationality, or by those flying the flag of a state not party to that organization, or by a fishing entity, in a
manner that is not consistent with or contravenes the conservation and management measures of that organization; or
In areas or for fish stocks in relation to which there are no applicable conservation or management measures and
where such fishing activities are conducted in a manner inconsistent with state responsibilities for the conservation of
living marine resources under international law.

Fishermen Apprehended / 04 Nov 18.

A total of 29 fishermen were apprehended by Coast Guard Station (CGS) Cavite and Coast Guard
Special Operations Force (CGSOF) within the vicinity waters off Puerto Azul, Ternate Cavite on 04
Nov 18. A fishing boat was spotted by the team conducting fishing activity in waters off Puerto Azul
with its boat operator onboard, together with 18 crew members. After the conduct of initial inspection,
they were apprehended after ascertaining that no Master’s Declaration of Safe Departure was submitted
to and the boat had left without PCG Clearance. A second fishing boat whose on-board operator,
together with 9 crew members were also caught conducting trawl fishing activity. The apprehended
boat captains and crew members were escorted to CGS Cavite for proper documentation and filing of
appropriate charges.


Fishermen Arrested/ 06 Nov 18.

An Indonesian fishing vessel and 15 crew members on board were detained off the west coast of
Kawthaung by Myanmar Navy. While chasing the vessel, most of the fishermen jumped from the vessel.
Navy rescued 15 of them but one fisherman died due to drowning. The fishermen were transferred to
Police of Kawthaung on 07 Nov 18.


Fishermen Arrested/ 06 Nov 18.

Seven fishermen were arrested for illegal fishing in the municipal waters of Naga, Zamboanga Sibugay
on 06 Nov 18. A joint police and military team was conducting seaborne patrol when they chanced
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upon the fishermen onboard a vessel engaged in illegal fishing. The fishermen were turned over to the
police headquarters of Naga, Zamboanga Sibugay for proper disposition.


Fishing boat destroyed at Sea / Western Australia/ 07 Nov 18.

An Indonesian fishing vessel and its crew of five men were apprehended off the coast of Western
Australia, suspected of illegally fishing in Australian waters. The apprehension was made by Maritime
Border Command (MBC). An MBC surveillance aircraft sighted the vessel on 07 Nov 18 and
later that day it was intercepted and boarded by officers aboard ABF Cutter Cape Jervis. The vessel
was intercepted about 80 nautical miles inside Australia’s Exclusive Economic Zone. Search of the
vessel revealed a small quantity of fish and fishing equipment. The vessel was assessed to be not
seaworthy for towing ashore. As a result, the apprehended vessel was destroyed at sea.


Fishermen Apprehended/ Sri Lanka / 17 Nov 18.

Sri Lanka Navy apprehended 31 persons engaged in illegal acts at various locations during the month
of November. These suspects were held for engaging in illegal fishing and destroying the mangrove
environment.
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CONTRABAND SMUGGLING



Contraband Smuggling/ Boat Detained/ 03 Nov 18.

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) reported that it had taken into custody a boat
it came upon near Sungai KinabutanBesar on 03 Nov 18 with a cargo of petrol and liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG). An MMEA patrol boat captured the unskippered and crewless boat, and towed it to the
MMEA Tawau jetty. Some 55 jerry cans containing petrol and five drums of LPG were discovered on
the boat.


Gold Smuggling/ Three Persons Apprehended/ 03 Nov 18.

Three persons while smuggling 7kg of gold were apprehended
during a patrol carried out by a group of naval personnel attached
to SLNS Vijaya and naval personnel attached to Cedric boats and
inshore patrol craft (IPC) in the Sri Lankan North Western Naval
Command at the Ippanthivu and Kimbulbokka sea area. The
dinghy used for the smuggling attempt was also taken into naval
custody. Apprehended suspects have been identified as residents of
Kalpitiya. The apprehended suspects, gold, dinghy and other items
were handed over to the Custom preventive office at port of
Colombo for onward action.


Drug Smuggling/ 3048 Kg Hashish/ 27 Nov 18.

HMS Dragon seized three tonnes of drugs from dhow in Indian
Ocean on 27 Nov 18. The warship interdicted 3048 kg of hashish
from a dhow acting suspiciously. Deploying both the Royal Naval
and Royal Marine boarding teams to ensure crew safety and
facilitate technical search of the vessel, the team found false
compartments within which 148 bags of narcotics were found.
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MARITIME INCIDENTS
Definition
Incidents of interest, essentially pertaining to the safety of merchantmen which are not
covered under the purview of other threats are covered under maritime incidents in the update. This
would be covering incidents like grounding, collision, fire, casualty evacuation, rescue operations and
so on. Collation of these incidents aims to develop an overall picture of risks and enhance safety by
highlighting best practices and risk mitigation actions in the region. The search and rescue in the
major part of Indian Ocean is being coordinated by Indian Coast Guard and the points of contacts and
the region are highlighted in the figure below:National Maritime Search and Rescue Coordinating Authority
Indian Coast Guard
Coast Guard Headquarters
National Stadium Complex
New Delhi – 110 001

Tel : +91 11 23384934 / +91 11 23385439
Fax: +91 11 23383196
E-mail : dte-ops@indiancoastguard.nic.in

Indian Search and Rescue Region



Fire Onboard/ Yacht/ 03 Nov 18.

Nine British citizens were rescued from a burning
yacht in Thailand after it was struck by lightning
during a tropical storm. The group were sailing off
the coast of Phuket in a 50ft Catamaran (Yacht) when
the fire erupted on 03 Nov 18. Passing fishing boat
raced to helpthe crew – which included crew, four
married couples and one British lady.
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Collision/ Two berthed Tankers/ 03 Nov 18.

A tanker struck two berthed ships at Kaohsiung harbour, Taiwan, on 03 Nov 18, while trying to leave
port. Second collision was with a berthed tanker in cargo deck area, inflicting serious damages. The
first tanker was taken under control and berthed near the second tanker. Both tankers remained in port.
No reason has been given for the cause of this incident.


Breakdown/ Yacht / 04 Nov 18

About 11 people, including four children, were rescued
on 04 Nov 18, from a private yacht that lost power near
Magalawa Island. The yacht left Subic Bay Yacht Club
on 03 Nov 18 and arrived at Magalawa Island. It was
found that the yacht’s fuel tank leaked after fuel residue
clogged the engine’s fuel lines.



Breakdown/ Boat Sank/ 04 Nov 18.

Four fishermen were stranded in Pulau Jarak after their boat drifted due to mechanical failure on 02
Nov 18. The boat subsequently sank in the vicinity of Pulau Jarak on 05 Nov 18. A RMN vessel
managed to rescue all of them and handed them over to RMN CB90 in vicinity of PulauPangkor.


Collision/ MV Xpress Brahmaputra/ 05 Nov 18.

Timely intervention of New Mangalore Port Trust
(NMPT) averted a major incident after container ship
Xpress Brahmaputra sustained damage to her port side
hull on 05 Nov 18, while sailing out. The cargo-laden
vessel was immediately brought back to assess the extent
of damage. While sailing out from Jetty No.2, the ship
accidentally hit the berth, which caused the vessel to get
damaged. The damage was caused near the fuel tank,
which subsequently started leaking. The authorities
managed to contain the spillage.


Medevac/ Trawler/ 05 Nov 18.

Sri Lankan Navy promptly assisted to bring ashore a
fisherman who had a heart attack on-board a fishing
trawler which had left Gandara fisheries harbour on 05
Nov 18. In response to information given by Department
of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, SL Navy
immediately reacted and deployed a Fast Attack Craft to
rescue the patient. Meanwhile, an Indian merchant ship
which had observed the distressed fisherman, had brought
the patient onboard their vessel. Later on, the patient was
safely transferred to the SL Naval craft by the Indian ship
off Foul Point. The patient was safely brought to
Trincomalee onboard the FAC and admitted to General
Hospital-Trincomalee for emergency medical treatment.
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Breakdown/ Bonthi II / 06 Nov 18.

Maldives Coast Guard rendered assistance to disabled vessel ‘Bonthi II’ near the HaaAlif atoll. The
vessel had been en-route from Tuticorin to Malé, when its propeller was caught in a rope and damaged.
The vessel's crew were in good health. The vessel was stranded 188 Nm from Kulhudhuffushi island.


Breakdown/ Local passenger Vessel/ 06 Nov 18.

A local passenger vessel was safely towed back to port after it encountered engine trouble off Iloilo
riveron 06 Nov 2018. Coast Guard Station (CGS) Iloilo received information that the passenger vessel
bound from Iloilo City to Bacolod with 112 passengers and 10 crew onboard encountered engine trouble
while navigating near the entrance of Iloilo river. Assisted by the personnel of CGS Iloilo, all the
passengers safely disembarked and were transferred to other vessels bound for Bacolod.


Capsizing/ Cargo Ship Sank/ 07-Nov-18.

Twelve crew members were rescued after their cargo ship
sank off Malay, Aklan. The 120-gross ton landing craft tank
carrying sand and gravel capsized while it was sailing from
Sambiray Port to ManocBoracay. Coast Guard Station in
Aklan received information from its vessel safety
enforcement inspectors. about the maritime incident. CG
dispatched its deployable response group, maritime
environmental protection unit, and other sea assets to
respond to the maritime incident.


Mishap/ Cargo Vessel/ 09 Nov 18.

Three crew of a general cargo ship were taken to hospital on Ishigaki Island, Japan, Okinawa Prefecture,
on 09 Nov 18, after they lost consciousness while working in the cargo hold. The ship interrupted her
voyage, from Kalimantan, Malaysia to Hannan, Japan, with cargo of logs, and arrived at Ishigaki
anchorage at around 1530 Tokyo time. All three seamen died. Cause of deaths is believed to be lack of
oxygen in cargo hold.


Fire / Vessel in distress/ 10-Nov-18.

A bulk carrier issued a distress signal on 10 Nov 18, in
vicinity of Bontang, Kalimantan, Makassar Strait, reporting
fire on-board and requesting evacuation of its 22 crew. The
Bulk carrier was loaded with coal, en-route to Bontang. All
22 crew were safely evacuated. Fire was in superstructure,
and possibly engine room. Bulk carrier was in ballast, she
was to load coal at Bontang, Indonesia. Local authorities in
Bontang are investigating this incident
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Capsizing / Local Passenger Vessel / 10 Nov 18.

Thirty-five passengers including crew were rescued
while one cadaver of a child was recovered by the joint
rescue team of personnel from Coast Guard SubStation San Pascual, local Philippine National Police
and Local Government Unit of Quezon, as a local
passenger vessel sank off San Francisco, Quezon on 10
Nov 18. According to the report, the ill-fated motor
boat departed San Andres, Quezon and was on its way
to Sumbrero Island in Masbate for island hopping. The
boat encountered heavy seas that resulted in its sinking.
Passengers and crew were brought to SitioMayantok in
San Andres, Quezon for medical assistance.


Collision/ Fishermen Missing/ 11-Nov-18.

An Indian Coast Guard team recovered the body of Baban Pal, a fisherman who went missing after a
trawler collided with a tug towing platform. Coast Guard spokesperson said that the Coast Guard ship
Agrim, which had been at the spot stated that two boats and a helicopter had been initially deployed to
trace Pal, who fell into the sea after the trawler, Morning Star, collided with Trinton Liberty, a tug
towing platform.


Collision/ Sea of Japan/ 15 Nov 18.

Two South Korean and Japanese fishing boats collided in the Sea of Japan on 15 Nov 18, about 330 km
(205 miles) northeast of an island claimed by both countries. The 48-tonne South Korean trawler was
sinking after the collision. A rescue team saved 13 sailors and was still searching for more survivors.
Japan’s top government spokesman confirmed the collision and said there had been no casualties on
the Japanese side.


Grounding/ Dredger Veera Prem/ 16 Nov 18.

A hopper dredger ship Veera Prem belonging to an Indian shipping company ran aground near
Nagapattinam coast of Tamil Nadu due to cyclone Gaja.


Capsizing / Cargo ship /17 Nov 18.

A cargo ship Hongtai16 sank in Huilai County waters, in the
eastern coast of Guangdong province, China, South China
Sea. All 11 crew went into life rafts and were rescued by
SAR helicopter, from Guangdong Maritime Rescue. The
ship reportedly developed heavy list, resulting in its
capsizing and sinking.
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Capsizing/ MT Durban Queen/ 20 Nov 18.

Asphalt tanker Durban Queen developed heavy list and later capsized in the Persian Gulf, east of Qatar.
A French Navy Cassard-class frigate, part of Task Force 55, was sent to assist, after USS Kanawha
intercepted a distress signal from the ship. The French frigate sent a helicopter, which airlifted all 12
Indian crew, clinging to the hull of the capsized ship.


Fire/ FV Kilic 1/ 20 Nov 18.

Fish carrier Kilic 1 suffered fire in engine room on 20 Nov 18 in the Mediterranean Sea west of Kihira
Island, Greece, while en route from Tunisia to Turkey. 11 crew were unable to control the fire and
abandoned the ship. The crew were rescued by a ship nearby, reportedly passenger ship Costa Luminosa
(IMO 9398905). No injuries were reported.
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https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mangaluru/ship-damaged-at-new-mangaloreport/articleshow/66492724.cms
https://www.timesnownews.com/india/article/gaja-hit-and-grounded-a-dredging-ship-nearnagappattinam/315318
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/south-asia/bangladesh-rescues-33-malaysia-bound-rohingya-fromsea
http://www.bernama.com/en/news.php?id=1661649
https://www.maritimefirstnewspaper.com/2018/11/22/asphalt-tanker-sinks-in-persian-gulf-indiancrew-rescued-by-french-navy/
http://mtelegraph.com/en/turkish-vessel-on-fire-in-mediterranean-sea.html
https://raajje.mv/en/news/44051
https://news.mb.com.ph/2018/11/06/11-rescued-as-yacht-stalls-in-zambales-waters/
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https://news.mb.com.ph/2018/11/04/twelvecrew-members-rescued-after-their-cargo-ship-sank-offmalay-aklan/
https://ewn.co.za/2018/11/16/100-rohingya-found-off-myanmar-s-south-coast-en-route-to-malaysia
1https://www.fleetmon.com/maritime-news/2018/24173/tanker-goes-rampage-kaohsiung-harbor/
https://www.bairdmaritime.com/fishing-boat-world/catching/3902-south-korean-and-japanesetrawlers-collide-in-sea-of-japan
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/missing-fishermans-body-found-after-3days/article25499760.ece
http://www.mtelegraph.com/en/bulk-carrier-on-fire.html
http://www.coastguard.gov.ph/index.php/11-news/2555-motor-boat-sinks-in-quezon-35-safe-1-dead
https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/2018/11/27/hms-dragon-seizes-3-tonnes-of-drugs-from-dhowin-indian-ocean/
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CHARTER OF IFC-IOR

Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime
security and safety in the IOR.

Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational
constructs that are relevant to maritime safety and security.

Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for
the IOR and beyond.

Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related
information of common concern with participants.

Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits,
seminars, workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules
(MDA, MARSEC, HADR etc).

Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea.

Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents
and Vessels of Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies.


Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required.



Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.



Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.


Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national
and international agencies.

ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in

Tel: +91 1242208385

Fax: +91 1242209385
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Disclaimer
Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal
and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open
sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and
anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. The objective is to generate
an overarching picture to assist local enforcement agencies to understand the existing maritime
security situation in the region. While due care and effort has been taken to ensure veracity of
data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage of information contained therein.
IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to report incidents in the region to
undertake accurate predictive and prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of
existing threats in the maritime domain.

Contact
In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea,
please contact the IFC-IOR:Email: Tel: Fax: -

ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in
+91 1242208385
+91 1242208385

ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in

Tel: +91 1242208385

Fax: +91 1242209385

